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About This Game

“Once upon a time, there was a very sad princess. She felt so unloved and unhappy, that everything around her became grey and
lifeless and the entire land was deprived of its color and joy. Our fable begins when a single, lonely lantern was lit in a faraway

village…”

Be the wind and guide a beautiful sky lantern that spreads the powerful message of everlasting love, by bringing life and color
back to the world around you. Enjoy four beautiful Asian-inspired worlds, each with a different theme, nature and architecture.

Spread vibrant, happy colors through grey and lifeless lands by flying over them as a red, light-emitting lantern.

The influence of the lantern’s light not only changes the color of the world, but also produces various additional effects, such as
turning other lamps on, bringing animals to life, and making windmills start spinning. You’ll ultimately succeed once the

kingdom is full of color and happiness has returned to the land.
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Bring the powerful message of everlasting love to four Asian-inspired worlds

Create wonderful lantern festivals by spreading warmth and joy

Restful music and peaceful sounds will accompany you on your journey towards happiness

Immerse yourself in a relaxing experience, like a virtual coloring book with an aesthetic atmosphere

Virtual reality support (Oculus Rift and HTC Vive)
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Title: Lantern
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Storm in a Teacup
Publisher:
1C Entertainment
Release Date: 15 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8.1 / 10

Processor: Intel Core i3 (i5-2500K for VR)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Standard: nVidia GeForce GTX450 / VR: nVidia GeForce GTX970 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® 9.0c compatible

Additional Notes: VR Requirements: Core i5 2500K / 8 GB RAM / nVidia GeForce GTX970 or better

English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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Dont play unless ur above high DMG area. I got destroyed but its worth it. Makes me a better player.. Persian Nights is beautiful
but very simplistic. In terms of art, writing and voice acting, it's definitely one of the better HOGs that I have played. However,
in terms of puzzles it is not challenging at all. In fact, there are only a few hidden object scenes and they are largely uninspired.
Overall though, I would recommend the game, especially to newcomers to the genre.. Logic game where you destroy gems in
differend modes. Not that bad, but extremely overpriced. You may find free even web browser games doing the same and you
don't need to register them. This game is old in terms of protection. You need to enter your serial key, then you got your
registration key and you need to activate product. You also may need to register the product giving your address and email to
devs. Nowadays pretty harsh way to play such a game.. This is a short little, generic JRPG-like that is priced right, around $1-2.
It was good for an afternoon of distraction, and I managed to complete the game in about 4 hours of game time, maybe less.

There's not a whole lot to it - there are four classes, and conveniently, four character slots, though you aren't obligated to select
one of each class. Skills max out around level 10, which you'll hit halfway through the game. There's a handful of weapons and
limited equipment (I think I saw three unique vendors, whose inventory never updates.)

On the down side, there are some major spelling errors in the game text, and a strangely out-of-place inclusion of randomly
sexualized items, which clash against the otherwise G-rated setting. Seriously, there's no in-game explanation for why certain
consumables and gear need to draw inspiration from Chuck Tingle titles.

Anyway, if you consider $2 or less worth three or more hours of entertainment, you could do worse.. UPDATED REVIEW AS
PER JUNE 2018

I still think GoeVOX is a pretty neat tool to generate terrain, however...
The developer hasn't updated GeoVOX for over a year bow and there are some issues that are not addressed at all. I've also
heard from one of the programmers that the developer has hired that he hasn't been paid since the start of this year, which
shows that GeoVOX has been abandoned.

That doesn't mean that I think GeoVOX should be reviewed as NEGATIVE as I've changed it to. All I've written below is still
true and I am still using GeoVOX as my main terrain development tool for my current project (even with the flaws that are still
there). I've just changed the review to NEGATIVE to warn you as potential buyer that you WILL NOT get any support for any
problems you have.

--- Original review November 6, 2016 below

I think GEOVOX is okay, but only IF you're using the Unity3D engine as your development envorinment. Reason for this is that
GEOVOX uses only 2 kinds of exports:
1. it's own file which can be imported into Unity3D with it's own plugin. It works fine, but is darn slow.
2. .OBJ files along with .PNG terrain maps for other engines, but with the size of the directory created I figure it'll be a pain to
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import in Unreal/CryEngine.

There is a problem with mouse speed though. The click for adding new voxels is very sensitive and before you know you add
more changes than you initially wanted :D The only REAL bad thing I found is that the mouse axis are reversed by default and
after you've chanced them, you can not save the setting. Problem solved, it's now saving my mouse axis settings.

Customer support of AGF in general is very good. They are active on the forums here and reply very quickly to questions you
have.

One thing to keep in mind though. The recommended RAM is 2Gb, but that's to run GEOVOX itself. Depending on the size of
the terrain/map you've made you DO NEED 8Gb or even 16Gb to import it into Unity3D...

Now I'll be back to GEOVOX to make some nice landscapes to use in my (hopefully) future RPG.
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It had good potential but seems to have been abandoned since.
It hasn't been updated for about 3 years (as of now)
Mechanic wise it was a good concept where what you ate helped you to survive and adapt better in the enviroment.
However there's not much to do or to see in the game and there's not much to figure out as there's very few enemies and
adaptations to try.
I still have hope that it'll be updated in the future, but as it stands. Either wait for it to go on sale or to be gifted to you (most
likely by someone who doesn't like you cause of how under-developed the game is.) but don't waste your money paying full
price for it right now.. *beep* royale. I like this game. it plays well. it can be challenging. it has nice clean graphics (no full
screen. no problem).
it really should be rated better than mixed.. If you like bridge building games and cartoon-y style physics, than this is a fun
puzzle thinker.. great classic from SCS, hopefully one day some of the roads will make thier way into ATS, funny enough this
game runs on a very early version of the ETS2 engine (Check the map editor its the same as TNT, STDS and ETS2 V1). I
owned the DLC before it was ANTIQUE!!!. Awesome.
It's so fun, creative, and fun, basicly.. Great for fans of RPGs in the 80s and early 90s era. I was so excited to check out this new
game. It has a tremendous amount of potential but it still is too dark! I have updated drivers etc... just to make sure it wasnt my
computer but though I can play every other game on STEAM I still cannot see at night in this game. This basically destroys the
game. Then, I was stoked when I saw it had been updated and was supposed to be lighter but unfortunately it is still too dark to
do anything at night. I literally am standing in total darkness with a few lamps that do nothing to help the situation but look like
white squares on my black screen. I still hold out hope for this game-I would give it an 8/10 for graphics as the day time scenery
is truly amazing and 5/10 for current gameplay issues. It is mostly a walking type game from what I can tell so far. PLEASE
FIX! I recommend but it needs some work -. Nicely done, great gravity and newtonian physics. Puzzles are very interesting and
the challenges just gets better. A great game. Highly recommend to your inner astro physicist in you :)
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